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You Never Know
When You'll Need One.
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Think Imprinters are Dinosaurs?
This Dinosaur is Cutting Edge
NBS-BARTIZAN employs the latest, most powerful technologies so, whatever
your priorities, we'll exceed your expectations. Expect the most options, the best
service and the greatest values from the people you know and trust.
We pledge to continually strive to enhance our products and services by listening to
your priorities and exceeding your expectations. To do that, we must implement the
most effective technology tools available. We believe that combining our commitment
to "old fashioned service" with the most effective new technologies will make us the
only clear choice.
We feel certain that technology will allow us to strengthen relationships with existing
and new customers through increased communication, superior quality control and
dynamic and time-saving web-site functions. As more and more of your business, and
your customers' business, can benefit from the web, we will add the features that will
help you most.
Right now, technology allows us to offer the broadest range of customization of merchandise, real-time inventory information, and specialized order-taking features designed to save
you money. In the very near future we will have online ordering and payment options and
interactive customer service including online order status confirmation, online warehouse
and shipping status reports and real-time sales reporting and analysis.
NBS-BARTIZAN will be The Last Dinosaur because of our commitment to evolve.
We understand that our function in your business can be mission-critical to every merchant at one time or another. We take that very seriously.
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You Never Know
When You'll Need One.
Two of the card industry's premiere manufacturers have joined together to bring you
the broadest range of reliable solutions to your embossed card transaction challenges.
NBS-BARTIZAN employs the latest, most powerful technologies so, whatever your
priorities, we'll exceed your expectations. We believe that combining our commitment
to "old fashioned service" with the most effective new technologies, will make us the
only clear choice. Expect the most options, the best service and the greatest values
from the people you know and trust.
There are millions of merchants and hospital situations where our products are mission-critical. Even merchants who are accustomed to using electronic sales terminals,
find that our
imprinters are essential on occasion. Whatever your priorities, we have the solution.
NBS-BARTIZAN will be The Last Dinosaur because of our commitment to evolve.
We understand that our function in your business can be mission-critical to every merchant at one time or another. We take that very seriously. We recommend our solutions
by industry.
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You Never Know
When You'll Need One.
So it better work. You have a problem. You and your acquirer program hold the livelihood
of thousands in your hands. Your network relies on electronic systems to process transactions that keep your merchants generating revenues for you. But what if the system goes
down? You and your merchants lose big bucks, fast. Good thing there's a solution.
NBS-BARTIZAN's imprinters.com. We have the perfect primary and back up solutions
for most of your merchants' transactions. We understand that whatever the arena, our
imprinters will be mission critical for everyone who owns one. We take great care to ensure
that our products work every time. So no matter what, you'll be protected, your customers
will earn a living, and your credit card revenue will keep flowing

Flatbed 4000
A retailer's standard
solution to prevent
chargebacks. Card
companies require
an imprint when a
card can't be read
by POS.

Portable 4200
This rugged, easy to
use portable, with
its optional case,
will fit on a belt or
in a glove compartment with a
complete supply
of drafts, pens and
other essentials

Pump 4470
Quickly imprints
any size, multiple
part form so you
and your customers
have a concise
record of the
services and
payment history.

Flatbed 4850
When cost is your
highest priority but
you need a reliable
back-up to electronic POS, choose
the 4850.
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You Never Know
When You'll Need One.
So it better work. You have a problem. It's the holidays and you have a crowd of people
ready to buy. People want your best but your electronic terminal is down. Most customers
don't have enough cash. Credit cards yes, cash no. Good thing there's a solution.
Imprinters.com's manual imprinters. The ones that work every time. They don't need
power, don't mangle cards and are always ready to work. Ensure that you make every sale.
Even when holiday madness is all around you. We have the perfect solution for your business. Our products range from high speed electrics to the most cost-effective manual back
up for electronic terminals. So, no matter what, you'll be protected and your credit card
revenue will keep flowing.

Pump 4470
Quickly imprints
any size, multiple
part form so you
and your customers
have a concise
record of the
services and
payment history.

Electric 4301
Fast, quiet easy
protection. Many
proprietors choose
to make an imprint
for each POS
transaction. So,
no matter what,
they'll get paid.

Flatbed 4000
A retailer's standard
solution to prevent
chargebacks. Card
companies require
an imprint when a
card can't be read
by POS.

Portable 4200
This rugged, easy
to use portable, with
its optional case,
will fit on a belt or
in a glove compartment with a
complete supply
of drafts, pens and
other essentials
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You Never Know
When You'll Need One.
So it better work. You have a problem. You run the busiest hospital in town. Your
reputation for great care and great service is on the line every day because insurance
companies require extensive documentation and you don't have an overabundance of
nursing staff. You need a fast, reliable method of recording patient data for every
admission, X-ray and set of tests, or doctors and technicians are left waiting. Good thing
there's a solution. NBS-BARTIZAN's imprinters.com. They have the perfect solution
for the patient-tracking requirements of your facility. So no matter what, you can focus
on the treatment your patients receive, not the paperwork.

Electric 4340
This top of the line
electric quickly produces an imprint of
critical patient data in
various locations on
multiple part hospital
forms.

Electric 4315
Designed to quickly
imprint patient data
in various locations
on multiple part
hospital forms.
You choose which
options you need.

Pump 4470
Quickly imprints
any size, multiple
part form so you
and your customers
have a concise
record of the
services and
payment history.

Flatbed 4000
A retailer's standard
solution to prevent
chargebacks. Card
companies require
an imprint when a
card can't be read
by POS.
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You Never Know
When You'll Need One.
So it better work. You have a problem. You have a full-service travel agency. You arrange
everything from Camel rides in Egypt to next-day trips to New York. You rely on your
computer and electronic systems to keep your clients and the cash flying. But what if the
system goes down? You lose big bucks, fast. And your clients may miss the boat. Good
thing there's a solution. NBS-BARTIZAN's imprinters.com. The ones that work every
time. We have the perfect backup solution for all of the embossed card transactions of your
business. And, we are approved by the IATA/ARC. So no matter what, you will be protected, your clients will keep flying and your credit card revenue will keep flowing.

T Writer 4760
Captures the airline
identification, travel
agency validation
and credit card data
in a single swip

Portable 4200
This rugged, easy to
use portable, with
its optional case,
will fit on a belt or
in a glove compartment with a
complete supply
of drafts, pens and
other essentials

Pump 4470
Quickly imprints
any size, multiple
part form so you
and your customers
have a concise
record of the
services and
payment history.

Flatbed 4000
A retailer's standard
solution to prevent
chargebacks. Card
companies require
an imprint when a
card can't be read
by POS.
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You Never Know
When You'll Need One.
So it better work. You have a problem. You have a top of the line, full service station: a
convenience store, 9 pay at the pump spots, 6 service bays and a fleet of 8 heavy duty tow
trucks that are always on the move. You rely on electronic systems to keep the cash
pumping. But what if a system goes down? You lose big bucks, fast. Good thing there's a
solution. NBS-BARTIZAN's imprinters.com. They have the perfect solution for all of
the credit card transaction aspects of your service station. So no matter what, your credit
card revenues will keep flowing.

Variable 4875
Accurately records
the date, amount
of transaction, and
card data. Built to
withstand the
harshest conditions.

Portable 4200
This rugged, easy to
use portable, with
its optional case,
will fit on a belt or
in a glove compartment with a complete supply of
drafts, pens and
other essentials

Pump 4470
Quickly imprints
any size, multiple
part form so you
and your customers
have a concise
record of the services and payment
history.

Flatbed 4000
A retailer's standard
solution to prevent
chargebacks. Card
companies require
an imprint when a
card can't be read
by POS.
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You Never Know
When You'll Need One.
So it better work. You have a problem. Each week hundreds of guests depend on your hospitality to eat, drink and forget about the real world. You rely on an electronic system to collect the
cash that keeps your lodge, restaurants, and shops humming. But what if the system goes
down? You lose big bucks, fast. People don't travel with cash. Credit cards yes, cash no.
Particularly the kind of currency that's accepted in your neck of the woods. Good thing
there's a solution. NBS-BARTIZAN's imprinters.com. We have the perfect solution for all
of the credit card transactions on your property. So, no matter what, you'll be protected, your
customers can relax, and your credit card revenue will keep flowing.

Electric 4301
Fast, quiet easy protection. Most proprietors
choose to make an
imprint of a guest's credit
card upon registration.
So even if guests have
a four- star feast right
before check out,
you'll get paid.

Portable 4200
This rugged, easy to
use portable, with
its optional case,
will fit on a belt or
in a glove compartment with a
complete supply
of drafts, pens and
other essentials

Pump 4470
Quickly imprints
any size, multiple
part form so you
and your customers
have a concise
record of the
services and
payment history.

Flatbed 4000
A retailer's standard
solution to prevent
chargebacks. Card
companies require
an imprint when a
card can't be read
by POS.
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Electrics

4301 Retail Electric

4340 Hospital Electric

4315 Hospital Electric

